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Package 1
Confirmation Scan - was £65
Now £55 showing/quoting ‘Mummy and Me’ magazine
We offer a range of packages and prices to suit all 
pockets. Whatever package you select we aim to 
provide great value and informed knowledge about 
your pregnancy making your experience a truly 
memorable one.

Package 2
Early Sexing Scan - was £65
Now £55 showing/quoting 
‘Mummy and Me’ magazine
This scan can be performed from 
as early as 16 weeks and we will 
also give you a sneaky 4D preview. 
This scan also includes a CD ROM 
of all images taken and a printed 
picture to take away with you.

*Packages 1 & 2

Now Open
In

Woolton Village

0151 421 0088 
34 Allerton Rd

Woolton, L25 7RG

For more information or an appointment call us

e: enquiries@4d4u.co.uk | w: www.4D4U.co.uk

* £10 off for 

‘Mummy and Me’ 

readers!

Hello there lovely readers!

I’m writing this in glorious sunshine, feeling a little scorched around the edges! Dare I 
say 2013 might even match ‘sizzling 76’? (1976 that is!) Fingers crossed it lasts giving 
our little ones some wonderful memories of warm days, balmy nights and playing out 
‘til bath-time!

August 7th is National Play Day.  Conceived in 1986, Play Day sets out to highlight 
the importance of play in our children’s lives. If your organisation is planning an 
event why not visit www.playday.org.uk to register it and to download your Event 
Planning Checklist! (not forgetting to send us your Play Day photos!)

While some Mums-to-be find their eczema, spots and dryness disappear, others find 
their skin suddenly becomes a problem for the first time, so this month we’re taking a close 

look at skin care in pregnancy.  Continuing the theme somewhat, we’re also highlighting the importance 
of skin- to- skin contact with newborns, and not just with Mum, babies will respond just as positively to 
their Dad’s skin! 

No doubt even the fussiest eater will be enticed to the dinner table if you follow our delicious recipe from 
the brilliant Annabel Karmel this month. And finally, we hope you’re all looking forward to the Baby and 
Toddler Show this September in Manchester, and will join us there?

As always feel free to contact me knowsley@mummyandememagazine.co.uk
after all, this is YOUR magazine!

Until next time…… Sue x

Congratulations and Blessings 
from Mummy and Me to the 

Duke & Duchess of Cambridge 
on the birth of their son 22nd 
July 2013 weighing 8lb 6oz.
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It has been widely 
reported that Kate 
Middleton used 

Hypnobirthing to prepare 
for the birth of her royal 
baby.  Mixed reports 
on the technique made 
headlines in national 

newspapers, some 
advocating this natural 

approach to childbirth and 
some saying use with caution.  

So what is hypnobirthing? 

My name is Rae Voller and I am a qualified hypnobirth 
therapist as well as a registered midwife. During my 
career I have seen how hypnosis can make a profound 
difference to couples’ birth experiences.  The first thing 
I tell my clients, however, is that hypnobirthing does 
not promise you a completely pain free or natural birth.  
What it does do is empower parents and help them to 
feel more comfortable and relaxed during their births.  

Often when we think of hypnosis images from Little 
Britain – “look into the eyes not around the eyes”, or 
suited men with swinging pendants come to mind.  
Media images don’t give an accurate picture as 
hypnosis is actually a very natural state of mind that 
we enter in to at least twice a day; once when we 
fall asleep and once when we wake up.  It is simply 

being in such a relaxed state that your brainwaves 
have slowed so that you are in a sleep like state.
Current research suggests that the majority of women 
who use hypnosis for childbirth don’t require any other 
form of pain relief during their labour. Some of the mothers 
I have worked with have had pain free labours, others 
have opted for analgesia to take away any discomfort. 

I recommend that parents think of hypnobirthing as 
a tool that can assist them during their pregnancy 
and on the day of birth. If you feel you need other 
tools such as hydrotherapy, gas and air or even 
an epidural that’s fine and you can still hypnobirth 
at the same time. I have known mothers give birth 
completely naturally and comfortably but equally I 
have had a mother who required a forceps birth hug 
me afterwards and tell me it was the best experience 
of her life.  That is the power of hypnobirthing.

To hypnobirth, it is best to do a course with a qualified 
practitioner.  In addition there are CDs you have to 
listen to daily and regular breathing and relaxation 
techniques you must practice if hypnosis is going to 
work for you.  Simply reading a book and deciding 
to hypnobirth alone is unlikely to give you the same 
results that you would gain from having sessions 
with a qualified therapist. For those who do commit 
to this technique the rewards can be magical.

rae@therealbirthcompany.co.uk
www.therealbirthcompany.co.uk 

Mind over matter?...

www.mummyandmemagazine.co.ukwww.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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During pregnancy, many women are described 
as having that lovely ‘pregnancy glow’. This 
freshness in your skin and natural blush to 

your cheeks is actually down to the increased volume 
of blood causing the many blood vessels to 

show below the skin. There is also 
an increase of secretions of the 
oil providing a waxy sheen. The 
increase in your heart rate can 
also provide that flushed look (and 
feeling most noticeable in heat).

Although this ‘pregnancy glow’ makes a 
large amount of pregnant women look at 

their best, there are several 
skin changes that are 
more complaints than 
compliments. Some 
of these include;

Acne is something 
that most women 
leave behind in their 
adolescence or early 
adulthood, however during 
pregnancy a small minority of 
women can see acne due to the 

hormone changes which can 
affect the skin. Pregnancy 

is therefore a great time 
to pamper yourself 
and take care to 

cleanse your skin 
using natural products.

Linea Nigra is a faint line running from the naval to the 
centre of the public bone in many women normally, 
however during pregnancy this becomes darker and 
more noticeable. The darker your natural skin, the darker 
the line is likely to be. Don’t worry though, it is harmless 
and will disappear several months after your baby is born.

Heat rash is something that at this time of year 
is particularly common in pregnant women. 
During pregnancy, your body temperature is 
higher due to your increased volume of blood 
and increased heart rate. This combined with 
perspiration of a hot day can bring out heat rash.

Heat rash and dry flaky skin can leave pregnant 
women getting ‘itchy’. If you are suffering from 
itchy skin, you should consult with your GP.

Stretch marks are very common and not just in pregnant 
women. They can happen wherever skin has been 
stretched (i.e. with weight loss and gain).  This said, 
hormone changes in pregnancy can affect skin and this 
can make it more likely to get stretch marks. Stretch 
marks are narrow pink or purplish (sometimes silvery) 
lines across the skin. They can be itchy and the skin 
may look thin. To try to avoid stretch marks, you should 
moisturise areas that are most prone to them i.e. bump/
belly, top of breasts, inner arms, thighs and hips.  If you 

are worried about your 
skin during pregnancy, 
consult with your GP or 
midwife. 

Mummy and Me Reviewer 
recommendation:

“Some people say it’s just in 
your genes whether 

or not you 
get stretch 
marks as it 
depends on 

your skin type, 
i.e. how much natural 

elasticity it has. Even if you ask your mother or 
your grandma and they were stretch mark-free, the 
majority of people still plaster on the different creams 
or oils in a vain attempt to prevent the dark purple 
lines from potentially ruining their dream of a modelling 
carrier (or at least confidence to strip off to a bikini).

Whether it makes you feel self conscious on the beach 
or proud that you brought a beautiful human life into 
existence, it remains a topic of debate about which 
cream or oil is best. I’m sorry I don’t have the answer 
but all I can tell you from my own experience of applying 
different creams morning and evening (when I remember, 
that is) is there are some pros and cons to be aware of. 

Firstly I’ve been using my normal moisturiser everywhere 
as pregnancy seems to have made my skin drier. Then 
over my tummy and sides I’ve tried bio oil and Miracle 
Bump Stretchmark cream (not at the same time!).

The Bio Oil is quite easy to apply but is quite runny and 
greasy so you have to make time to let your skin absorb it 
before dressing. This may be more difficult if you’ve got a 
toddler to run around after or if time is just not on your side. 

The Miracle Bump Stretchmark cream is like a 
buttery texture and feels a lot more luxurious...and 
even smells of chocolate! It is a little bit thicker to 
apply but once you’ve warmed it up between your 
fingers it spreads smoothly and feels less greasy. 

No creams can 100% guarantee to work but it’s worth a try 
and so far I’ve not got any stretch marks although I do still 
have about 10 weeks of baby growth to accommodate!”

Rachel Freeman-Powell
(Reviewing for Mummy and Me Magazine)

wwww.miraclebump.co.uk

Stretched, spotty skin in pregnancy...

£5.00 off your Scan 
✁

or email: info@hellobaby4dscans.co.uk
www.hellobaby4dscans.co.uk

For details please call
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Whether 
you decide to 
breastfeed your 

baby or not, there are 
many benefits of skin-to-
skin contact with your baby that 

will help both of you adapt to 
your new life together. If you 
are looking to breastfeed, then 
skin-to-skin can help with 
those first feeds as your baby 
is naturally programmed to try 
to breastfeed when placed 

close to your body. Skin-
to-skin not only stimulates 

feeding behavior, but 
also stimulates the 

release of hormones 
that support breastfeeding.

Skin-to-skin contact is both 
important and useful for all mothers 
(whether or not you breastfeed), 
providing a calmness and relaxation 
for both mother and baby.  Skin-
to-skin; regulates your baby’s heart 
rate and breathing, enables colonisation of baby’s 
skin with mother’s friendly bacteria (providing 
protection against infection) and can also stimulate 
digestion. Skin-to-skin contact is said to also be 
highly beneficial to preterm babies (otherwise 
known as ‘kangaroo care’). Skin-to-skin contact 
isn’t always about the mother, the father and even 
siblings can have skin-to-skin contact with baby too!

As your baby grows, you may want to have your baby 
close to you while you bathe or you can also try baby 
massage on your baby. There are private sessions or 
sessions provided by Surestart children’s centres that 
will show you techniques in doing this. However, simple 
strokes down your baby from their head to their toes 
is a great starting point. You can also hold your baby’s 
hand or foot and move your thumb in a circular motion 
on their wrist or ankle. Again, this is a great way to bond 
with your baby and to express the importance of ‘touch’. 

It is said that when a baby experiences  ‘touch’ with 
a person that they have a positive bond with, this can 
make them relaxed and they feel a greater sense of love 

and security. Hugs have been described 
as a universal medicine, this can be 

seen when a child falls, is unwell 
or is scared and finds comfort in 

the arms of their parent. Touch 
is also important for a child 
to understand expression 
of affection. Studies have 
shown that physical touch can 
reduce stress, relieve pain 
and increase ability to cope.

So, where to start? Skin-to-skin 
can start from birth. The medical 

professional who assists you in 
your labour and birth with more 

than likely encourage you to have 
immediate skin-to-skin by placing the 

baby on you. But, whilst pregnant you should 
consider  including this in your birth plan so that you 
stipulate things such as; whether you would like the 
baby cleaned before being placed on you, or if you are 
also keen that your partner has skin-to-skin contact too.

See me, feel me, touch me, heal me...
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try. Using the BabaSling takes a little practice (as 
do most things as a parent), but their instruction 
book is comprehensive and their website support 
features helpful videos. The BabaSling is widely 
available in everywhere from Mothercare and 
Kiddicare through to John Lewis and Amazon.

Price £33.99 - £44.99

To find out more visit 
www.thebabasling.com

3. Moby Wrap – Now celebrating 10 years 
babywearing, the Moby Wrap is a babywearing 

favourite with many. The Moby Wrap is ideal for 
babies from 8-35lbs, are 100% natural cotton 
(offering organics too) and are machine 
washable. Moby Wrap has been used by 
Mums breastfeeding through to exercising 
in it too (you can find exercises suited 
to the wrap at www.mobywrap.com) 
and this is perhaps testament to it’s 
secure hold. The Moby Wrap comes in 
a wide range of colours and designs. 

Mummy and Me reviewer: When you 
first pick up a Moby Wrap, the thought of 
wrapping it around you strong enough to 
support your baby is quite daunting. However, 
there are many videos on Youtube and instructions 
provided that mean that once you have tied it once, 
you get the hang of it straight away and can immediately 
see how supported your baby is. The versatility of this wrap 
is fantastic and it is a wrap suited to all shapes and sizes 
(both baby and carrier). With a 10 year existence, it is easy 
to see why the Moby Wrap is so popular and long lasting.

Price: £42.95 - £49.50

Visit www.mobywrap.co.uk or 
www.slumber-roo.co.uk for a wider 

range of Moby and other slings. 

4. Caboo by Close – Caboo: (urban 
definition: to be close to someone) is the 
UK’s premier soft carrier…The Caboo 
is as simple with a newborn as it is with 
little nippers, whenever or however 

parents use it. Caboo is loved by parents 
everywhere and is currently sold in over 

20 countries worldwide. Caboo was the 
only soft carrier to be awarded Which best 

buy status in their latest December 2011 review. 
Designed to promote paternal nurturing and the best 

physiological position for baby. The Caboo is easy 
to use and comfortable thanks to soft flexible straps 
and excellent weight distribution due to the anchored 

cross which reduces strain on the wearer’s shoulders 
and back. The sling is also fully adjustable for different 

body shapes. Its style offers the very best of the soft sling 
attributes – support for baby, correct frog-leg positioning 
and comfort for the wearer – yet also offers a more 
structured shape which will appeal to a wider audience, 

particularly dads. Close believe that parenting does not 
need to be complicated, overwhelming or pressured 
and because you love your little one, all the ingredients 
are already in place…all you need is the inspiration…

Mummy and Me reviewer: The Caboo by Close is a 
fantastic carrier if you need a quick and simple solution for 
babywearing. The Caboo already has the body cross in 
place (so no need to worry about tying a piece of fabric 
across you). Once you have the cross on, you simply 
spread the fabric over your baby’s bottom and can adjust 
the sling to your body through simple tugs on the fabric 

either-side of your waist through their rings. Turning 
the bag inside out provides you with the final 

piece which simply covers the your babies 
bottom and ties around your back. 

Very simple and easy to use, but very 
comfy and supportive for your baby. 

Price: £59.99
To find out more or to purchase 

visit 
www.closeparent.com

5. Caboo NCT Carrier – Caboo 
NCT is the newest member of the 

Caboo family and the result of NCT 
and Close working together with the 

shared desire to make easy, intuitive, soft 
carrying accessible to every new parent. 

Designed to be a ‘light’ version of the popular, 
tried and tested, Caboo Carrier, the Caboo NCT is a 
flexible functional carrier that offers an affordable way to 
nurture and care for your baby with all 
the freedom of being hands free.

It’s active yet understated gender 
neutral looks, also make Caboo 
NCT equally accessible for both 
Mum and Dad. Mummy and 
Me Magazine work closely with 
NCT (The National Childbirth 
Trust) and such we have been 
really excited by the Caboo NCT 
Carrier.

Mummy and Me reviewer: The 
Caboo by Close is a brilliantly 
designed carrier and it is fantastic 
to see that Close and NCT have worked 
together to produce the Caboo NCT 
Carrier. The carrier is easy to wear, 
easy to adjust (simply pulling fabric 
through the rings) and is comfortable. 
The design is unisex and so great for all 
parents to use and has the added bonus 
that in purchasing a Caboo NCT Carrier 
you are helping such a fabulous parenting 
charity!

Price £44.99
Find our more about how Close and NCT are working 

together to offer this fantastic carrier at 
www.nctshop.co.uk
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“Babywearing” has the simple meaning of 
holding or carrying a baby or small child using a 
baby carrier.  Babywearing is a very natural thing and 
has been practiced for centuries around the world. 

There are many benefits to Babywearing which start from 
how an intimate maternal bond is created through the 
closeness and physical contact between the Mother and 
baby. The Father or Partner carrying the baby has benefits 
for their own bond too. Physical contact with your baby 
can increase your Oxytocin and means that breastfeeding 
is made easier.  “When a baby is near his source of milk 
and comfort, he does not have to use much energy to get 
his mother’s attention; he can use this energy to grow 
instead.” (Sears and Sears 2001 – www.lalecheleague.
org). Oxytocin also helps lower the risk of postpartum 
depression and infants who are carried are calmer.

Babywearing is also beneficial to your baby’s 
development. Correct babywearing should offer a 
comfortable positioning for your baby that supports 
them rather than providing discomfort to their legs, 
hips or other parts of their body. Consultations with 
your local Sling Library can be very beneficial 
to ensure that you find the sling/wrap 
that works best for you and your baby. 
Babywearing aids the development 
of your baby’s head minimising the 
risk of ‘flat head sydrome’ which 
can be caused through extensive 
time lying in carseats or prams. 

Babywearing can be used to 
provide skin-to-skin contact and 
time with your baby (also known 
as Kangaroo care). Premature 
and sick babies can particularly 
benefit from this as it is a positive 
way of communicating your love to 
you baby, can help them settle and rest 
which is ideal for inbetween feeds or care. 
Bliss (for babies born too soon, too small, too sick) 
offers further advice and guidance at www.bliss.org.uk 
and your Neonatal team will discuss this too. There are 
now wraps and even specially designed clothing that 
can provide a safe space for you to offer this skin-to-skin 
Kangaroo care. For information on clothing visit www.
nct.org.uk or speak to your local sling library for advice.

Babywearing is ideal for multitasking (something parents 
soon learn to become good at) as it frees up the hands 
to be able to carry out household chores or provide ease 
when chasing around after older siblings. Slings/wraps 
are also extremely practical for situations where it may 
be difficult to use a pushchair for example at the airport.

Slings are increasingly also becoming an item of fashion 
as there are so many different styles and designs available 
on the market. Back in July the first European Babywearing 
Conference took place in Bristol seeing keynote speeches, 
dozens of babywearing workshops, and exhibition 

hall, sling lending libraries and even a sling fashion 
show! (The organiser of which has a fascinating 
Facebook page at www.facebook.com/CarryThem 
providing more information on babywearing).

If you are currently pregnant, this is an ideal time 
to begin research into what slings you feel would 
work for you. Babywearing international offers further 
advice at www.babywearinginternational.org and 
www.slingguide.co.uk also has further resources. 
You could also speak to your local sling library. 

If you have a slightly older baby (or even a toddler), don’t 
think that you have ‘missed the boat’ when it comes to 
babywearing. There are many carriers and slings on the 
market that can offer a comfortable hold for children as old 
as 4. Babywearing isn’t just suitable for the Summer, but can 
be used all year round (even providing warmth and comfort 
on colder days). With so many benefits, all parents and 
parents-to-be should consider becoming a ‘Babywearer’.

A snapshot of just SOME of what’s on offer!...

1. Ring Sling from Little Possums – A ring sling consists 
of a piece of fabric which threads through the rings to form 

a loop. You can adjust the size of the loop according to 
the size of the baby and the carrier to get excellent 

support and comfort for you both. You can 
breastfeed easily while wearing a ring sling; if your 
baby falls asleep you can easily lay them down 
without waking them up. They are also easy to 
pop your baby in and out of; which is handy 
once they are mobile and like to be allowed out 
to explore the world but still come back up for a 
cuddle now and then. Ring slings are quick and 
easy to put on once you have got the knack.

Mummy and Me reviewer: Little Possums 
offer a fantastic range of Ring Slings from the 

Maya Wrap Padded Sling and Ellaroo Lightly 
Padded Sling through to the Huggababy Sling 

and Storchenwiege. The sling came with excellent 
instructions and the sling easily tied on to provide a 
secure hold for the baby. The material is also quite light 
and does not cover the body (great for the hot weather).

Price: £42 - £52
To view their fantastic range, visit 

www.littlepossums.co.uk

2. The BabaSling baby carrier offers a soft 
comfortable fabric and simplicity. This is a 
hammock style baby sling that can support a 
newborn through to toddler with five positions and 
adjustable straps. There is no tying involved, the 
BabaSling is simply placed across your body over 
your shoulder and clips together. There is a generous 
amount of fabric to use and fold around your baby.

Mummy and Me reviewer: The BabaSling is very simple 
to use and if you haven’t had any experience using a baby 
carrier before the BabaSling is certainly an easy one to 

1

2

3

4

www.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk

Babywearing?...It’s a sling thing!...

5

For additional advice on Babywearing visit 

www.slingguide.co.uk

Joanna Harding
Liverpool Sling Library (Liverpool and Southport)
07508 - 135 666  info@liverpoolslinglibrary.co.uk
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Babywearing?...It’s a sling thing!...

and...That’s a wrap!

“It’s like a day long 

cuddle. Baby is so 

content.”

Daddy 
Reader

“As you can see they loved it and I think it helped them bond a little too!” (Debra)

Honor and her big sister Rachael 

using a baby bjorn sling.

“We could 
explore 

Cornwall and 
walk along

 costal paths. 

Really comfy too!”
(Becky) 

Becky & Isabella exploring 
with the Caboo!

‘Daddy & Me’ using a Marina N 

(from Etsy) Mei Tai

 “no more av
oiding 

stairs, n
o missing 

a bus
 cos only 1 

pram allowed”

(Tracy)

Cuddles in our girasol diamond 
weave dark rainbow wrap

Claire and Ted using a 

Bobawrap

“I put him in the wrap 

he’s nice and cosy 

and will happily nap. 

It also means I can 

get on with whatever

 I need to be doing”
(Claire).
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When you have a baby, you are given information about a lot of conditions 
and possible accidents. This information isn’t intended to scare you, but 
more to provide you with information that will hopefully help you prevent 

these from happening. Such as ways to prevent cot death through temperature 
control and placing your baby on their back with their feet at the end of the cot. 

Similarly, you are provided with information on 
warning signs of Meningitis and how to perform 
the glass test over any rash your baby may have 
with a blanching of the rash indicating that the 
rash isn’t Meningitis.

One syndrome that is rarely talked 
about is Hair Tourniquet Syndrome. This 
syndrome is where a strand of human 
hair wraps itself tightly around a part 
of your baby’s body including; finger, 
toe or even the penis.  Tourniquet 
Syndrome was first described after 
a series of cases back in the 1970’s.  
The most commonly involved parts are 
the fingers and toes. The syndrome 
is rare, but it is thought that in 
raising awareness of the condition, 

precautions can be made to hopefully avoid this happening.

Your head of hair has two phases growing and resting. On an everyday 
basis, some of your hairs are resting whilst others are growing. When 
you are pregnant, the majority of your hair is in the growing phase 
giving it that thick, silky and healthy look. After you deliver, the majority 
of your hair then goes into the resting phase for around 3 months. 

Postpartum Mothers often see excessive hair loss, it is at this 
stage in particular that your infant should be carefully checked on a 
regular basis to make sure that there are no hairs entangled around 
their fingers or toes. It is advisable to bathe your infant regularly 
and that if you are using scratch mittens or socks that you inspect 
them by a quick inside out check to watch for loose hairs. You 
may wish to tie long hair back when providing personal care for 
your baby and to avoid brushing your hair near to your baby’s crib.

The most obvious sign of Hair Tourniquet Syndrome is that of a 
swollen and painful appendage. This will also be accompanied by an 
inconsolable infant. Early diagnosis can result in the best treatment. 
Like all of the information you are giving during pregnancy and as a 
new parent, the information is not to provide you with additional things 
to worry about. But, knowing about Hair Tourniquet Syndrome can 
enable you to help prevent human hairs being in your infants crib.

For more information on Hair Tourniquet Syndrome in infants, 
visit

Beware of your hair!...

w w w . b j j . b o n e a n d j o i n t . o r g . u k



Recognising the good work carried out by 
your staff is crucial to the overall success of 
any organisation and back in July St 

Helens and Whiston hospitals were 
honoured for the excellent 
service they provide to 
patients during a special 
awards evening at the 
Liverpool Echo Arena.
  
The annual awards 
evening is the 
biggest NHS 
staff presentation 
event of its kind 
and this year was 
the 9th consecutive 
year. The event was 
funded through ticket 
sales and the generous 
donations by the Trust’s partners 
and was organised at no cost to the NHS. 

The event recognised the hard-work and outstanding 
commitment of wards, departments and individuals 
who are delivering an excellent standard of service. 
Several special guests from the worlds of media 
and entertainment were on hand to present the 
awards to staff and applaud their exceptional work 
and achievements.  Winners on the night included:

The Paediatric Department who won in the category 
of ‘Excellence in Patient Experience Award’: 

The unit is highly regarded by parents and families in 
the local community, who say that their children receive 

fantastic care and treatment, both in hospital and 
at home.  The service has continued 

to expand, meaning more 
children than ever before 

are receiving high quality 
care from this dedicated 

team of talented 
p r o f e s s i o n a l s .  

The Obstetrics 
Department were 
highly commended 

in the category 
‘Team of the Year’: 

This team of specialists 
have provided women 

with excellent standards 
of maternity care whilst 

managing a significant increase 
in the number of babies born in the Unit. 

The midwives have achieved great success, 
encouraging more new mothers than ever before to 
begin breastfeeding their babies whilst in hospital.

At Mummy and Me magazine we believe that 
all professionals working with mums and mums 
to be are worthy of awards, but we congratulate 
the departments at Whiston who were 
recognised on the night.  Well done everyone.

Visiting a child in hospital can be an extremely 
stressful time and can be a financial burden 
on parents and other family members.  

As part of Alder Hey hospital’s commitment to 
supporting parents the Happy Smile Children’s 
Charity can offer £50.00 per month as a contribution 
towards travelling costs and these funds can 
be accessed with a simple application form. 

Helping parents cope with the difficult times 
they face when a child is in hospital is at the 
forefront of Alder Hey’s service provision.  

For more information visit 

www.thscc.org

 or call on

 01704 807151 
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Your local Surestarts have organised some fun activities over 
the summer holidays. 

A lot of activities are opened to older siblings during this time. 
Please check with your Surestart for more details. 

Getting Ready For 
Nursery  

   
 

Dates  Venue 

St. Maries  
10am till 11.30am 

6th, 8th, 13th, 15th & 20th 
August 

The Pride Children’s Centre, 
Kirkby 

Ravenscroft & Eastcroft  
1.30pm till 3pm  

5th, 9th, 12th, 16th & 19th 
August 

The Star Centre , Kirkby 
 

St. Peter & Paul’s  
1.30pm till 3pm  

6th, 8th, 13th, 15th & 20th 
August 

The Star Centre, Kirkby  
 

Pirate Themed Sessions 
Wed 31st July       
       
      

 

1.30pm ‐ 3pm  Northwood Children’s  
Centre, Kirkby 

Thurs 1st August  10am ‐ 11.30am  
1.30pm ‐ 3pm 

The Star Centre  
The Eden Children’s  
Centre, Kirkby 

Mon 5th August  10am ‐ 11.30  The Pride Children’s  
Centre, Kirkby 

Stay & Play Sessions 
Fri 2nd August   10am ‐ 11.30am  

 
The Eden Children’s  
Centre, Kirkby  

Tues 6th August  
 

10am ‐ 11.30am  
1.30pm ‐ 3pm  

The Star Centre, Kirkby  
Northwood Children’s 
Centre, Kirkby  

Thurs 8th August  
 

10am ‐ 11.30am  
1.30pm ‐ 3pm  

The Eden Children’s  
Centre, Kirkby 
The Pride Children’s  
Centre, Kirkby  

Tues 13th August   10am ‐ 11.30am  
1.30pm ‐ 3pm  

The Star Centre, Kirkby  
The Eden Children’s  
Centre, Kirkby  

Mon 19th August   10am ‐ 11.30am  
 

The Pride Children’s  
Centre, Kirkby  

Tues 20th August   10am ‐ 11.30am  
 

The Star Centre, Kirkby 
 

Wed 21st August   1.30pm ‐ 3pm  
 

The Pride Children’s  
Centre, Kirkby  

Thurs 22nd August  
 

10am ‐ 11.30am  
1.30pm ‐ 3pm 

The Star Centre, Kirkby  
The Eden Children’s  
Centre, Kirkby  

Mini Movers Sessions 
Wed 7th August  
Wed 14th August  
Wed 21st August  

10am ‐ 11.15am  
 

Southdene  
Community Centre, Kirkby 

Mon 5th August  
Mon 12th August  
Mon 19th August  

 

 

2pm ‐ 3pm  
 

Tower Hill Community 
Centre, Kirkby  
 

www.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk

Toddler Time is especially designed to 
introduce pre-school childrento the 

big screen.

Showing every Tuesday 
at 11.00am

26 August
LONDON 
INTERNATIONAL 
ANIMATION FILM 
SHORTS 30 mins

12 August
TRACTOR TED 30 mins

19 August
OLY THE LITTLE WHITE 
VAN

BIG SCREAM
By joining Big Scream, parents can visit our cinema without 
having to find a babysitter or worry about their baby 
disturbing others. The screenings are on a Thursday at 
11.00am. Doors open at 10.30am. Membership is £1 for two 
people per baby. Valid until the baby’s first birthday. To join 

please ask for a form at Tickets & Bookings

In Media 
Partnership 

with

8 August
FROM UP ON POPPY HILL
15 August
THE ALAN PARTRIDGE 
MOVIE: ALPHA PAPA

22 August
KICK ASS 2
29 August
WHAT MAISIE KNEW

The Kids’ Club film starts at 11.00am every 
Saturday, with games and activities beforehand 
from 10.30am. Annual membership is just 
£4. Tickets are only £1 for members and 

accompanying adults, £3 for non-members.

KIDS’ CLUB

3 August
EPIC 2D

10 August
ERNEST AND 
CELESTINE

17 August
ROBOSAPIEN
24 August
ALVIN AND THE CHIPMUNKS: 
CHIPWRECKED

PICTUREHOUSE AT FACT
88 WOOD STREET

LIVERPOOL
L1 4DQ

0871 902 5737

The Knowsley/St Helens area is blessed with a 
large number of excellent Children’s Centres 
as highlighted in our activity timetables.  

This month we turn our attention to Kirkby, 
as we focus on The Star Children’s 
Centre which lies at the heart of the 
Kirkby community in Tower Hill.  

Linked to The Ark Children’s 
Centre and managed by Alistair 
Scott this extremely busy centre 
brings together the best of childcare 
provision combining activities provided 
by centre staff and provision offered 
by childminders and other volunteers.  

A particular strength of the centre is the provision 
for parents with young babies and the most popular 
activities are baby massage, baby yoga and baby time.  
In addition welcoming Kirkby families is a key part of the 
role of the centre the stay and play and little adventurer 

activities are an important part of life in the area.  

Another crucial part of this provision involves 
reaching out into the community and 

activities at the Tower Hill Community 
Centre such as the mini movers 

sessions are now very popular.

SureStart centres are at the heart of our 
communities providing families with the 
support and advice they need as they 
bring up their children.  If you have a child 
starting school nursery this September 

please enquire about the getting ready 
for nursery program running through the 

summer to allow children to spend time with 
children they will be starting with in September.  

For information contact 
The Star centre on 

0151 443 5666

SureStart of the Month - The Star Children’s Centre, Kirkby
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Food education is at the forefront of most parents’ 
minds and is fast becoming a core subject 
on the school curriculum. I am not surprised 

there is so much focus on teaching nutrition to 
children from a young age. Children who learn 
about food and nutrition are more likely to make 
healthy food choices and eat fruit and vegetables.

The best and most simple way to get your children 
thinking about food and nutrition is to get them 
involved. Here are some simple, daily activities 
you can do with your children to expand their 
knowledge about food and make learning fun.

Start with fruit and vegetables. Buy a selection of 
both and play simple question and answer games 
that your children will find interesting and educational. 
What is it? How is it grown? Where does it come from? 
Could you grow it in your garden or on an allotment?

Experiment. During the week sit down and eat 
each fruit and vegetable with your children. Talk 
about whether you can eat it fresh or if it needs to be 
cooked first. What does it taste like? What colour is 
it? Ask your children to come up with as many meal 
ideas as they can that include this fruit or vegetable.

Go green. An easy and engaging project is to try 
growing fruit, vegetables and herbs with your children. 
Even if you’re not green fingered, give it a go! All 
children love to be outside and will learn from the 

experience of growing 
something they can eat, 
plus you could save 
money growing your own.

Visit a Farmer’s Market. 
Have a family day out and 
let your children discover 
where food comes from and 
how it is grown. Talk to the growers about their 
produce and sample the fresh food on offer. 

Create. Involve your children in the preparation 
of their lunch box using fresh ingredients. Cook 
simple meals and get your children to help where 
they can, even if they’re simply watching you and 
talking about what you’re doing. Sit down as a 
family and enjoy your home cooked food together.

Explore nutrition. Teach your children about the 
importance of nutrition for a healthy mind and body. 
Explain why fresh is best.

If you follow these simple steps your children will soon 
start to take a keen interest in fresh foods and helping 
you to prepare and cook meals. Regular interaction with 
food as part of your everyday home life will encourage 
children to make the right choices for their health.

Lydia Oliver - Nutritional Advisor 
www.onlybestforbaby.com

Very first 
f o o d s 
should be 

easy to digest 
and unlikely 
to provoke an 
allergy. I like to 

begin with root 
vegetables like 

carrot or sweet 
potato as these 

have a naturally sweet 
taste which babies like. 

All the orange vegetables are good for your baby as 
they are rich in betacarotene, the plant form of vitamin 
A, which is important for growth and helps protect 
your baby from infection.  Apple and pear make 
good first fruit purees and if you freeze individual 
flavours you can make up your own combinations 
like mixing together a cube of apple and pear puree.
 
Banana, papaya and avocado are good ‘no cook’ baby 
food and can simply be mashed; they are also great for 
taking away on trips out and don’t need lots of packaging!
 
It’s important to introduce protein to the diet fairly quickly 
after you have given your baby a variety of fruit and 
vegetables.  Red meat is a particularly important source 
of iron and oily fish such as salmon contains essential 
fatty acids needed for brain and visual development

 
Don’t be tempted to add salt or sugar to your baby’s 
food however bland. Salt may harm your baby’s 
kidneys and sugar will encourage a sweet tooth. A 
baby is not used to these tastes so will not miss them.

www.annabelkarmel.com

Summer fruit is plentiful and sweet in the summer but many mums
worry about giving summer fruits like strawberries to their baby for 
fear of causing an allergic reaction. As long as there is no strong 
family history of allergy, then it should be fine to give strawberries 
and they contain more vitamin C than other berry fruits.

It is advisable to sieve the puree to remove seeds though before making the 
summer fruit recipe. Sometimes strawberries can cause irritation in children with 
sensitive skin or eczema so watch out for soreness around the mouth if your baby is 
susceptible to this.

Ingredients
1 sweet eating apple
1 ripe peach, peeled, cored and chopped
50g strawberries, hulled and cut into quarters
40g blueberries
2 tbsp baby rice or half a crumbled rusk

Method
Put all the fruit into a heavy based saucepan.
Cover and cook over a low heat for about 5 minutes. 
Puree in a blender and stir in the baby rice or crumbled rusk.

Information
From 6 months
Suitable for freezing
Preparation: 3 minutes
Cooking: 5 minutes
MAKES 2 - 3 PORTIONS

Summer Fruit Puree from Complete Baby and 
Toddler Meal Planner Ebury Press £14.99

Educate, Explore and...Eat!!

Wouldn’t it be wonderful to enjoy breakfast, lunch 
and dinner with your tot without the worry of having 

to spend ages washing and scrubbing afterwards? 
Now you can - introducing Messy Me, a collection of 

highchair covers, bibs and tunics that makes cleaning up 
spilt food a breeze!

“I absolutely love the Messy Me tunic, it has become the 
must have accessory in my changing bag! Often out and 
about, I’ll put bibs in the changing bag only to forget to 
replace them when they are covered in food and thrown 
into the wash. The Messy Me tunic has been fantastic, I 
simply wipe it down after use and throw it back into the 
changing bag for next time! I think the rest of the range 

look amazing too. Good baby products tend to have 
a parent genious behind them and Helen Hibberd has 

certainly created a fantastic range here! Every Mummy 
should purchase a Messy Me, they save you time, 

washing and….MESS!” 
(Michelle Thompson, Mummy and Me Magazine)

stylish products made for mess

www.messy-me.com
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Anyone who has 
been a parent 
will vouch that 

bringing up a child is a 
full time job. Once you 

have a baby, your life 
revolves around the baby. 

You read about babies, 
you notice other babies; you 

constantly talk about your baby. 
That being the case, any simple information and advice 
that a specialist gives is welcome. Being a dentist by 
profession and a parent of a 2 year old, has given me 
insight and experience on caring for a toddler’s mouth.

Managing a toddler’s oral hygiene involves efforts 
by motivated parents. While brushing is one of 
the many methods, an array of habits and dietary 
intake affects a toddler’s oral maintenance.

Brushing

Oral hygiene maintenance can start soon after 
birth. It is best to get in the habit of cleaning your 
baby’s gums even before teeth erupt in the mouth. 
Some infants may fuss at first. Eventually, they will 
get used to having their mouth cleaned like any 
other part of the body. It becomes a part of their 
daily routine and many infants grow to enjoy it.

For good dental health, a regular regime is best followed. 
Some of the activities may include the following tips:

At bath time, you could start to brush your baby’s 
gums with a soft toothbrush. Some parents choose to 
supervise and let their babies have a go themselves.
Fluoride toothpaste, which helps prevent and control 
tooth decay, should be used.Care should be taken to 
ensure your child doesn’t eat or lick the toothpaste from 
the tube.  They should be encouraged to spit out excess 
toothpaste but not to rinse with lots of water.Brushing 
should be for at least two minutes and twice a day. 

Until your child is seven or eight years old, you 
should supervise tooth brushing. Afterwards, 
they should be able to brush their own teeth, 
but it’s still a good idea to watch them now 
and again to make sure they are doing it right.

The best techniques for brushing should involve:

Guiding your child’s hand so they can feel the correct 
movement. Using a mirror to help your child see 
exactly where the brush is cleaning is a good idea. 
Using an egg timer to time the two minutes could make 
tooth brushing as fun as possible.It’s best not to let 
children run around with a toothbrush in their mouth 
as they may damage their mouths or choke if they fall 
over.

Snacking habits: 

Since toddler’s tummies aren’t big enough to take on 
board enough energy and nutrients from three meals 
a day, all young children need to snack. The type of 

sugar, consistency of the food, and the end products 
of their degradation in the mouth and the frequency 
of intake makes snacking a caries causing culprit. It 
is found advantageous to avoid sugary or sweet food 
and drink whenever possible. Sweet foods should only 
really be eaten at mealtimes. Never give your child 
fizzy or sweetened drinks, such as squash or flavoured 
milk, in a bottle. He/she may suck on them for hours 
and prolong his teeth’s exposure to harmful sugars.   

When your child has sugar, the bacteria in their 
mouth mix with the sugar to make a mild acid. This 
acid attacks the teeth’s hard outer layer. Over 
time, this causes cavities. Comfort sucking on 
sweetened drinks is a major cause of widespread 
tooth decay in young children.  If you do choose 
to give him these, drinking them through a 
straw will reduce potential damage to his teeth.  
 
Instead of sweetened drinks, how about giving your 
toddler tooth friendly snacks like;

cubes of cheese, hard-boiled eggs, homemade 
soup, raw or cooked vegetables, rice cakes, savoury 
sandwiches, toast fingers with cheese spread, plain 
yoghurt, or yoghurt mixed with unsweetened fruit, 
puree or chopped fruit, sliced fruit, plain popcorn, 
hummus with vegetable sticks, fresh fruit, corn on 
the cob, cream cheese with mini-breadsticks, banana 
milkshakes.

As your toddler gets older, the temptation of sweets 
may become hard to overlook. If you do give your child 
sweets and sugary snacks, here’s how to reduce 
some of the damage to his teeth:

Whenever you can, brush his teeth right 
after he eats sweets. Make one day a 
week as sweet day to reduce regular 
pestering during the rest of the week. 
Natural sugars in fruit have a similar 
effect as refined sugars in sweets and 
confectionaries. So even healthy snacks 
such as raisins, or a slice of malt loaf, 
while nutritious, can be harmful to teeth. 
Give your child something alkaline to 
eat or drink, such as a small piece of 
cheese or a glass of milk, after eating 
a sweet. This will help to neutralise 
the acid in your child’s mouth.The 
best choice of drink for your toddler 
is water or milk won’t harm teeth. 

Teething

Teething can be taxing for parents and 
infants alike. It makes your child prickly 
or fussy and may cause restlessness, 
drooling or loss of appetite. The 
child’s discomfort can be eased 
by:

Applying pressure over the 

Caring for Your Toddler’s Mouth...
gums by rubbing them with a clean finger. Giving him or 
her a hard or frozen teething ring to chew on. Using a 
small dab of an over-the-counter teething gel (following 
the manufacturer’s instructions) to temporarily numb 
the gums.

Sucking Habits

It is completely normal for your young child to suck on 
a thumb, finger or pacifier. It’s not something you need 
to discourage. Sucking is a natural reflex and gives 
your infant a sense of security. Children usually give up 
sucking habits on their own when they are 4 to 5 years 
old. Children who are still sucking on a pacifier, finger 
or thumb when their permanent (adult) teeth start to 
come in are more likely to have bite problems.

It is important to explain plainly to an older child 
why the habit can be harmful. Be sympathetic and 
encouraging; commend your child’s efforts to break the 
habit. Tackle the source of the stress, if the child sucks 
a finger or pacifier because of a stressful situation. If 
required, dental appliances can be devised that correct 
distortions created by the sucking habit to help the 
child stop the habit. Positive reinforcement or placing 
an adhesive bandage on the finger which acts as a 
reminder not to suck, might be steps to help the child 
in reducing the habit.

Sippy cups:

Avoid using sippy cups as a pacifier or allowing kids 
to sip on them throughout the day unless it’s filled with 
water. Sippy cups filled with milk, juice or juice drinks, 
allow sugar (even natural sources) to stay in the mouth 
longer and increase the risk of tooth decay. Sippy cups 
should only be used for about a month.  If used too 
long, the use of sippy cups can change the position 

of the tongue and teeth, potentially causing lisps 
and articulation problems. Using cups with a straw 
are much better for speech development and dental 
health.
 
Taking your child to the dentist

Like for adults, a child’s routine visit to the dentist 
should be planned. It is of great importance for the 
child to build a good rapport with the dentist and for the 
dentist to provide painless dental treatment. 

Here are some tips that can make dental trip easier:

Take your child to the dentist at least once by the 
time they are two. This will help them become familiar 
with the environment and get to know the dentist. 
The dentist can help to identify, prevent and treat any 
decay. Just opening up the child’s mouth for the dentist 
to take a look is useful practice. This sets a basis for 
future dental visits. 

NHS dental care for children is free.

It is a good idea to take your child with you when you 
go for your own dental check-up appointments so they 
get used to it. If the above advice is followed, your child 
will have a healthy teeth

Tripthi Donthamsetty BDS,MFDS(Glasgow)

I have been practising dentistry for 10 years. I live in 
Lymm, currently working at Shelton Dental Centre in 
Stoke on Trent. I enjoy doing dentistry, dealing with 
patients with dental phobia and  have a keen interest 
in  paediatric dentistry. I specialise in cosmetic and 
restorative dentistry.

BABYCUP announces it’s first range of little cups for little people.  The 
new Babycup range of open drinking cups meets the advice of experts 
who believe that no-spill valves and spouted drinking cups can lead 
to a plethora of childhood problems and that open drinking cups are 
the healthy choice. There are concerns amongst dentists regarding 
rotting teeth and worries amongst orthodontists that prolonged 
sucking alters facial growth. Specialist orthodontist, Dr Derek Mahony, 
who has treated thousands of children, says “An open cup means 
you are allowing your child to develop a healthy sipping habit.”

Extremely simple - no lid, no handles, no spout - Babycup is purely 
and simply a ‘cup-shaped cup’, with the added bonus of being 
miniature, in order to be perfectly baby-sized.  Made from durable, 
non-toxic plastic, the Babycup infant weaning cup is BPA free and 
phthalates free and fits neatly in the palm of a young child’s hand.

“I hold my hands up to say that I am often a parent guilty of using 
sippycups to avoid the spillages. The Babycup is a perfect stepping 
stone to use regular sized cups. My toddler found it easy to use 
and the size means a good grip and seal - so less spillages!”

(Michelle Thompson, Founder of Mummy and Me Magazine and 
Mummy to Eden (24 months) and Bethany (8 months))  
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“Getting a toddler to sit still long enough to put their hair into 
bobbles or clips (let alone just combing it) can be a challenge in 

itself. Add to that a few tangles and knots (which with the ‘bedhead’ 
my 2 year old gets can certainly happen) then it can be tricky as regular 

brushes snag on the knots. 

The Knotgenie is a fantastic brush, simple yet stylish and most 
importantly…it works!!! Simply gliding through the hair working 

its magic – no more tears from tangles!”
Michelle Thompson, Magazine Founder

$19.99 U.S from www.knotgenie.com

Bravado! Designs is delighted to announce the launch of a brand new bra,  set to 
revolutionise the world of maternity and nursing lingerie. The Essential Embrace 
nursing bra is the latest addition to their award-winning collection for pregnant and 

breastfeeding mums, and promises an absolutely unique and unrivalled level of support.

What makes Bravado Dynatex™ so special is it completely eliminates the need for an 
underwire, the single-layer fabric is robust, supple, lightweight and holds everything in 
place without feeling at all restrictive. Mums can begin wearing their Essential Embrace 
from three months into pregnancy, and it will last them through their breastfeeding 
journey. Lined with gorgeous, soft and breathable cotton, Essential Embrace feels just 
like a second skin! Bravado!  really have thought about every little detail when it comes 
to Essential Embrace, even the labels have been cleverly printed onto the fabric to 
ensure there are no itches or niggles.  Just like all Bravado! bras, Embrace has full 

drop cups and one-handed nursing clips so it’s easy for mum to get that all important skin to skin contact when 
breastfeeding. 

Mummy and Me Magazine’s Founder, Michelle Thompson, is currently breastfeeding her youngest 
daughter (now 9 months). She has been wearing Bravado bras since pregnancy and said:

“I have quite a large bust and therefore buying any type of bra can be quite tricky. So, 
when it came to Nursing Bras I knew that this would be no exception. With my eldest 
daughter (now just 2 years old), for the 12 months I breastfed her I experimented with 
different bras on the market. It soon became apparent that you get what you pay for 
and cheaper brand bras didn’t seem to provide the support I desired (especially 
given my added growth from breastfeeding).

I came across Bravado towards the end of my breastfeeding journey with 
my eldest, but the bras were so comfortable that as I was 5 months 
pregnant at the time I continued to wear them. I found that they 

washed really well and kept the high quality they had 
provided from the first wear.

Now 9 months into breastfeeding my second 
daughter, I was absolutely delighted to find out that 
Bravado are continuing to expand their range and 
their newest additions are fantastic. Again offering 
the excellent support but nothing is compromised 
on design and comfort.

I would certainly recommend any pregnant 
and breastfeeding Mum to purchase their 
bras from Bravado. They are long lasting, high 

quality, supportive and attractive bras with a 
collection to suit all shapes and sizes”.

Essential Embrace Nursing Bras - £34
www.bravadodesigns.com
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I grew up surrounded by babies and small children 
and i’ve always been particularly interested in 
small babies. All I ever wanted to do was get a 

job working with children and after leaving school I 
went straight to college to do what was then called 
the NNEB-equivalent to an NVQ level 3 in childcare.
 
After completing the 2-year course I went straight 
into my 1st nanny position where I had sole 
charge of 3 children. I continued in nannying up 
until I had my 1st baby  - Jack - in October 2002.
 
I discovered night nannying by accident, after my 2nd 
son was born in 2006.Like many people I knew that 
some mothers employ someone to come and live in 
and help them after the birth of their baby, a Maternity 
Nurse.  However, I didn’t realise that a mother could 
employ someone to  JUST do the nights-allowing her 
the crucial part of the day covered so that she could 
get some sleep! I knew first hand how torturous it 
can be when feel like 
you will never get a 
full night’s sleep again! 
A good night’s sleep 
means you feel like you 
can cope with anything 
during the day!
 
I absolutely loved 
night nannying as it 
gave me access to 
the age group I loved 
working with the most 
- those tiny newborns 
- and I knew exactly 
how the mothers I worked for would be 
feeling. I LOVE my job and get so much 
satisfaction from starting work with a 
new family, who are usually in chaos 
with neither parent knowing quite where 
to start! It’s fantastic to leave them 
confident about caring for their baby, with 
a happy baby who eats and sleeps well.

 
By using a routine as a basis and gently steering 
babies in the right direction from day 1,  I have left 
happy parents at the end of each contract whose 
babies typically drop their night feed between 8-10 
weeks, settle well during sleep times and are in 
general very relaxed happy babies from day to day. 
It has worked for many mums and babies and it was 
all of them that inspired me to write my book THE 
BLISSFUL BABY EXPERT. I wanted to reach out to so 
many more parents who are desperate for answers to 
basic questions and who just need someone to point 
them in the right direction of keeping life with a new-
born baby on an even keel. My book gives mums that 
starting block and as a mother of 3 children myself I 
understand first hand how difficult life with a new-
born can be when you are not sure where to begin!
 
Read by many parents with young babies, they all 
agree that there is no other book that is as honest, 
informative and parent friendly. All reviews have 
been fantastic, with over 30 5* reviews on Amazon. 
As a mother, I can empathise with  all these parents 
and have been through many of the same scenarios. 
This is not something that a lot of authors who 
have written parenting books can say, as many 
of them have never had their own children and 
experienced the challenges that motherhood brings!
I hope that my book will continue to 
help many more mums in the future.
 
THE BLISSFUL BABY EXPERT can be purchased 
from Amazon in ebook form, which can be 
downloaded to an Ipad or Iphone as well as many 
other devices once the kindle App has been installed,  
or paperbacks can be ordered through the website 

www.theblissfulbabyexpert
.co.uk

 
 



In recent months it has been a pleasure to 
work with Kirkby based solicitors Canter, Levin 
and Berg, looking especially at family matters.  

This month we heard about a unique blog the company 
produce which takes a light hearted legal look at some of 
our popular soap storylines.  Entitled Suds Law the blog 
suggests that it ‘bursts the bubble of soap storylines.  

A recent blog was based on a Coronation Street 
storyline and here is the extract for their site:

Who’s the Daddy/Mummy?

“It’s not everyday we’re asked for advice on the ins 
and the outs of surrogacy.  We’re not suggesting 
for a minute that Gary Windass and Izzy Armstrong 
and their incubator Tina McIntyre have asked Sud’s 
Law for legal advice, but then it doesn’t seem they 
have asked anyone for legal advice!  At the risk of 
being accused of being mean-spirited, the ladies at 
Sud’s Law agree we wouldn’t even think of agreeing 
to act as a surrogate to anyone (never mind the 
random couple who live down the street) without 
some sound legal advice.  If the recent storylines are 
anything to go by, we would suspect decent lawyers 
are somewhat thin on the ground in Weatherfield!

It’s not the first time Coronation Street has dealt 

with the issue of surrogacy, but the 
Gary-Izzy IVF method would certainly 
appear a lot more conventional and 
dignified than the lengths employed 
by Sean and Violet.  Let’s hope Eileen 
thoroughly washed her turkey baster 
before serving up Christmas dinner…
Our resident law bore, Rebecca Finnigan, 
does not hold herself out to be an expert 
in fertility law, but as an accredited 
member of the Law Society’s Advanced 
Family Law Panel she was only too 
happy to research the matter when 
the thorny issue cropped up in Corrie.

Anyone who has gone through fertility 
treatment will know how closely 
regulated the practice is by the 
Human Fertilisation and Embryology 
Authority.  The reality is that Weatherfield’s fertility 
clinic is likely to have provided a great deal of 
counselling and information to both Tina and to Gary 
and Izzy before the procedure went ahead.  By law, 
commercial surrogacy arrangements are illegal and it 
is therefore a task for the would-be parents to arrange.

The blog offers further support and advice 
on this topic along with many others.

You can check it out at 

www.sudslawblog.co.uk

www.clblaw.co.uk

Help Line

0151 239 1000

Fixed Fee Support 
When you need it most

Canter Levin & Berg Solicitors are one of Merseyside’s leading 

Family Law Firms with a wealth of experience to guide you 

through the breakdown of your relationship.

Whatever your family law issue, we aim to provide you with 

professional legal advice to help you when you need it most. 

We help families with

Divorce & Separation

Civil Partnership Dissolution

Social Services Advice

Children Matters 

Financial Settlements  

Domestic Abuse

Cohabitation Rights

Initial consultation
discounted to only £50*

*Full price normally £100 inc. VAT. Discounted rate is only available to new clients. Offer ends 30.09.13. Terms Apply. 

inc. VAT

Simply quote code MM13 for your discount.

www.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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I am a 28 year old first time Mum married to Ben 
who is 30. I am a primary school teacher and 

Ben works in insurance. I gave birth to Charlie 
James on Monday 24th June at 4:24am weighing 
6lb 3oz and I cannot rave enough about the care 
I received during all parts of my stay in hospital!

Up until 37 weeks I had experienced 
a very straightforward and quite 
easy pregnancy, the envy of 
my friends I had no morning 
sickness or heartburn and 
was able to work up until 38 
1/2 weeks. Unfortunately 
at two consecutive routine 
midwife appointments at 
34 and 36 weeks I showed 
signs of glucose in my 
urine and as a result was 
sent to the antenatal 
day unit to be checked 
for gestational diabetes. 

Despite my glucose tolerance 
test coming back clear at 
24 weeks, after a couple of 
weeks of testing my blood after 
every meal I was diagnosed with 
gestational diabetes at 37 and 1/2 
weeks. I was then seen by Mr Sadiq and 
we discussed being induced at 39 weeks 
as it was safer to bring the baby early- although 
excited to meet my baby I was a little apprehensive 
as it wasn't the natural water birth I had envisaged.

So on Friday 21st June myself and Ben arrived at 
the new induction bay at 2:30pm. I was monitored 
and examined and a Propess inserted - this I was 
informed would be in for 24 hours - we were able 
to go for a walk around the hospital and bounce 
on my birthing ball. As I was the only one being 
induced on the Friday I was moved into a private 
room on C23 as the labour ward was very busy. 

After 24 hours there was still no sign of labour starting 
so I was seen by the registrar and another Propress 
was inserted for a further 24 hours- I really was 
hoping things would get moving! At this point I was 
moved onto the delivery suite and was told I would 
now be in my delivery room until the baby arrived. I 
was looked after incredibly well by all of the midwives. 

The newly refurbished room was very comfortable and 
having an ensuite was great and despite not being able 
to use the low risk rooms as I would have liked there 
was plenty of space to move around and I was still 
able to use my birth ball and yoga mat. By 4pm on the 
Sunday after two Propess I was examined by Mr Sadiq 
and although labour hadn't started I had managed to 
dilate to 2cm and he could break my waters. I was then 
given a couple of hours (we went for another walk!) to 
see if labour would start on its own and it did but the 

contractions were too far apart and not strong enough.

At 9pm I was put on the drip and things really started 
to happen! Through the use of my tens machine 
and my birth ball I managed to get to 8cm by 12:15 
am without any further pain relief (to the surprise of 

the midwives and myself!) my midwife Ruth was 
fantastic she was there every step of the way 

reassuring and encouraging me as was 
my husband Ben who was reminding 

me of all the breathing techniques I 
had learned in my birthing classes. 

At this point Cath (shift leader) 
joined us and she was 
fantastic too working with Ruth 
encouraging me and guiding 
me to deliver Charlie naturally. 

Finally after 2 and bit days 
of being in hospital Charlie 
was delivered naturally with 
no more pain relief than a 

tens machine, birthing ball, 
breathing and paracetamol 

and this I can only thank Ruth 
and Cath for, as despite being 

induced I still managed to have a 
really positive natural birth experience. 

I did have to have a few stitches and 
lost quite a bit of blood but in the excitement of 
finding out that we had a baby boy I wasn't too 
aware or concerned about what was going on.

I was moved to a ward where the care was great 
from the many midwives on duty throughout the 
day - our little boy was perfect and appeared very 
healthy. Unfortunately during the night I noticed 
Charlie wasn't quite right and not feeding wonderfully 
but as a new Mum thought it was quite normal. I 
discussed my concerns with the midwife at around 
8am and they were concerned about his breathing 
rate and colouring as he was was quite yellow. The 
paediatrician was called who asked for him to be 
looked at by neonatal - it was later found out that 
Charlie had an infection and was quite poorly and 
was kept in neonatal for 5 days where again the 
care for both Charlie and me and Ben was faultless. 

Despite the commotion I was very well looked after, 
moved into a private room and monitored by the 
midwives. I wasn't pushed at all to go home despite 
being well enough myself and was allowed to stay a 
further 3 nights so that I could be close to my baby 
- can I just say Vicky was a fantastic midwife and 
looked after me superbly during the shifts she was on.

We are all home now and we have a 3 week old, 
healthy, normal baby boy who loves his food!

Kathryn Dearing

Concerned? Don’t keep schtum even though a New Mum!...

We are three dads (David, Pedro 
& Asi) and an uncle (Tal), who 
started this as a DIY project 

(it beats putting up wonky shelves). 
Our aim was to take the idea of a 
personalised book, and do it better 
than ever before. Course, we hadn’t 
entirely realised quite how much 

time and work it would involve – but 
then, when has a DIY project ever 

been any different?

It all started, as most things 
do, with the idea. We came up 
with the story of a child who 
had lost his or her name. Off 
the child goes, on a splendid 
adventure, to track down all 
the letters of the lost name. 
On the way, this child meets 
lots of different creatures, who all lend a 
hand. Nice creatures, strange creatures, 
on-the-face-of-it scary creatures. We 
wanted to show that with a bit of courage, 
and some chutzpah, there’s nothing to 
be afraid of and anything is possible.

We soon got so caught up in the process, that soon 
we’d made a pilot book – text, illustration and print – for 
one child’s name. And we thought it was so marvellous, 
and looked so beautiful, we asked ourselves: what 
would making a book for every possible name actually 
entail? A bit of investigation and we found, from the UK 
2011 census, that there were 14,000 different children’s 
names. Wow, we thought, that’s a lot. And we needed 

to be able to create personalised stories for each one.
And so we did.

We had to write many, many different stories. We 
created over 150 illustrations, to be able to make books 
for every name. As for the technology and coding 
behind the scenes… Let’s just say, if you described it 
as magic, we wouldn’t disagree*. Finally, we worked 

with some amazing people in 
Yorkshire who (as well as making 
a marvellous cuppa) could print 
these high quality books on demand.

The project is 100% independent, 
totally self-published and wholly 
self-funded. Everything we’ve done 
has been personal. Everybody 
who’s been involved has been a 

friend. And that, we think, is what makes it 
so special. Almost as special, we hope, as 
the little boy or girl who is about to receive it.

Every book is as special (and almost as 
wonderful) as your child. You can create 
your personal, beautiful and magical book at 

lostmy.name 

The adventure is based on the letters of their name.

To share your ‘Daddy & Me’ story about your 
experiences through your partner’s labour, 
feelings of becoming a Daddy or even how 
you became a Dadpreneur, please e-mail 

info@mummyandmemagazine.co.uk

MUMMY AND JOHN by Ilan Sheady

No Cheryl 
this is NOT a 

good time to ‘dive 
in the deep end‛ 
and frankly your 
choice of phrases 
is making me gag.

Cheryl we have a 
‘code brown‛ 
emergency. 

I repeat; a Code 
Brown. emergency. 
How quickly can you 

get home?

I don‛t care 
about your 

meetings. I told 
you before, ‘I‛m 
not ready for 
anything green 
and/or nappy 

based‛.

I‛m taking BABY 
STEPS Cheryl, 

BABY STEPS! And we 
can BOTH agree I‛m a 

far cry from the 
poo step.
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Take time to Play...it’s National Play Day!...
The 7th of August marks National 

Play Day (for detail of events or 
how you can create your own 

visit www.playday.org.uk). For your 
child, every day should be ‘play day’, 

however as we mark National Play Day this 
is perhaps a chance for Parents and Carers to 

make a concerted effort to encourage our children 
to play.

If you are busy parent (or even 
a Mumpreneur like our team), 

sometimes it can be tricky juggling your day 
and trying to entertain little ones. If possible, you 
should make some time to solely dedicate your 
attention to your little ones and engaging in an 
activity with them. Casting aside any chores that 
need doing or office work to be done (perhaps 
until your little ones nap time). You can often 
integrate play with your child with your own routine. 

For a small baby, they will enjoy watching 
you at work. An infant seat i.e. a swing-

seat, rocker or bumbo can enable them 
to get a front-row view of you at work. 
(Always ensure that your baby’s seat 
is in a safe place where they cannot 

come to any harm). Slings, wraps 
and carriers which offer a forward 

facing option are 
also really 
good for 

allowing your baby to experience the sights and 
sounds of your day. Wearing your baby has 
the added advantage for you both of keeping 
you always within each other’s sight and touch.

In addition to watching, show and explain to you baby 
what you are doing. If you are emptying the washing 
then explain to your baby what each item of clothing 
is called, what colour they are and allow them to feel 
some of the textures. If you are doing business on the 
phone, look at your baby whilst talking to enable them 
to see your expressions and pick up on your language 
(and your baby will feel included in the conversation).

As your baby becomes a toddler, suddenly you no 
longer have to include them in your activities as they will 
always be looking for opportunities to turn everything 
you do into a game whether it is or not! Role play is 
always a great game to keep your child entertained. 
There are a whole range of toys on the market that 
enable your toddler to cook with you or clean with you.  
Basic things can entertain your baby or toddler; whilst 
doing laundry don’t forget the fun of sticking your hand 
in a sock to turn it into a talking puppet for your child. 

Of course, these activities should be used in short 
spells. Both you and your child will get a lot more 
out of playing together. In the nice weather we 
have been experiencing, it is a fantastic opportunity 
to get outdoors and enjoy the fresh air whilst 
playing. You may be surprised by the way your 
child finds fun in the simplest of things; crunching 
leaves underfoot or their shadow on the ground.

So as we recognise National Play Day (7th August), 
take the opportunity to…PLAY! Think back to your 
own childhood and the fun you had. Offer; play 
opportunities to your child whilst busy with tasks, take 
time to have interactive play with your child giving 

them your undivided attention, organise playdates 
with friends to allow your child to interact with other 
children, make something from scratch to play with, 
play outdoors and generally enjoy helping your child 
explore their imagination and enjoy playtime!

www.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk

Gill Pryce, Sub-Editor of Mummy 
and Me Magazine Chester & 
Wirral recently had the pleasure 

of receiving a “Happy Hopperz” 
from the lovely children’s website 

Here is what she had to 
say...

“The Hopper has been 
an absolute assett in our 
house as my two and half 
year old son, absolutely 
adores it. Even though he is 
tall for his age the 12+ size will 
still last him for a while yet.

The Hopper can be used indoors 
or outdoors. It is a great way for my 
son to have additional exercise and he 
really enjoys bouncing around on it. The 

Hopper helps develop balance control, co-
ordination and strengthens core muscles.  

You can obtain a Happy Hopperz from 
www.loubilou.com who also have 

a vast range of unique toys 
and clothes for children. Happy 
Hopperz are priced at £25.99 

and I strongly recommend it”.  

Gill Pryce

Our next ‘Reader’s Rogues’ Gallery is - FUN IN THE SUN - send your pics to 
info@mummyandmemagazine.co.uk

August fun for 
your little one...
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Everything mums-to-be and new parents  
need to give their baby the best start.

• Free parking• Feeding & changing  
 facilities• Bump & baby friendly

Book 2 tickets for £20  
by quoting MBT36 at 

babyshownorthwest.com

Save £10

Standard advance ticket £15. 
This offer closes at midnight on 26th September.

EventCity Manchester 27-29 September

Best prices guaranteed on prams,  
buggies, car seats & furniture

Essential advice from leading  
experts on pregnancy, birth  
& parenting

Over 150 top brands to try, compare and buy 
plus 100s of unique, handy products not  
found on the high street

LOVE  
THE SHO

W
OR YOUR  

MONEY BA
CK
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with Water Babies,  
the UK’s leading baby swim school

3	Fully qualified, world class instructors

3	Award-winning programme  
 teaches babies from birth

3	Teaching you to  
 teach your baby to swim

3	Saving lives through water  
 confidence and safety skills

To join in the fun call

classes held...

WEEKLY
LOCAL
CLASSES

WEEKLY
LOCAL
CLASSES

01925 243 643 waterbabies.co.uk

Knowsley and
surrounding areas

01925 243 643 waterbabies.co.uk

Knowsley and
surrounding areas


